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About the OpenCL* and Microsoft DirectX* Video Acceleration Surface Sharing Sample

The OpenCL* and Microsoft DirectX* Video Acceleration (DXVA*) Surface Sharing sample demonstrates how to use Microsoft DXVA* and Intel® SDK for OpenCL* Applications together for video post processing and real-time rendering.

Path

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Executable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;INSTALL_DIR&gt;\samples\DXVASurfaceSharing</td>
<td>Win32\Release\DXVASurfaceSharing.exe – 32-bit executable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x64\Release\DXVASurfaceSharing.exe – 64-bit executable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Win32\Debug\DXVASurfaceSharing.exe – 32-bit debug executable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x64\Debug\DXVASurfaceSharing.exe – 64-bit debug executable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction

Microsoft DXVA* provides a hardware-accelerated environment used in video decoding and rendering applications. The OpenCL* and Microsoft DirectX* Video Acceleration Surface Sharing sample uses OpenCL* for video post processing and DXVA* to render the video in real-time.
Motivation

The OpenCL* and Microsoft DirectX* Video Acceleration Surface Sharing sample demonstrates an OpenCL* implementation of video post processing on a shared DXVA* surface, showing how to:

- Share a DXVA* surface with OpenCL.
- Perform a few basic image post processing filters.

Algorithm

The algorithm consists of the following stages:

1. Create a simulated video frame and a shared DXVA* surface.
2. Use OpenCL* to write simulated video frame into DXVA* surface; convert from BGRA source frame to NV12 format.
3. Use OpenCL* to apply selected video filters on shared DXVA* surface.
4. Render the frame to screen via DXVA.

Implementation Details

The OpenCL* and Microsoft DirectX* Video Acceleration Surface Sharing sample demonstrates creating a shared DXVA* surface and then using OpenCL* to perform video post processing on a simulated video frame before rendering to the screen with DXVA.

OpenCL* Implementation

The first part of the application reads from a BMP image which is used as a simulated video frame. This image is in BGRA format and is passed to an OpenCL* kernel along with a shared DXVA* surface. This kernel does a conversion from BGRA to NV12 image format and writes the results to the DXVA* surface. The next stage of the application runs any image filter kernels that have been set to enabled. The included
image filters are invert, which inverts the image colors and Gaussian which applies a simple Gaussian blur to the image. After the image filter kernels are finished executing the DXVA* surface is released back to DXVA* and it is then rendered to the screen.

- **simple_write_shared.cl** – Accepts a buffer which is assumed 32bit BGRA image. As well as the Y and UV planes of a NV12 format shared DXVA* surface. Kernel reads a pixel from buffer, converts it from RGB to YUV format and then writes the resultant values out to the Y and UV surfaces.

- **simple_invert_shared.cl** – Accepts a pair of 2 image2D planes as read only for Y and UV planes, also takes 2 image2D planes as write only for output Y and UV planes. This kernel reads in the pixel values, inverts them via subtracting the pixel values from 1.0, and then writing out the result.

- **simple_gauss_shared.cl** – Accepts a pair of 2 image2D planes as read only for Y and UV planes, also takes 2 image2D planes as write only for output Y and UV planes. This kernel implements a simple version of a Gaussian image blur filter.

### Future Work and Enhancements

The OpenCL* and Microsoft DirectX* Video Acceleration Surface Sharing sample currently contains three kernels. These kernels operate on a single pixel at a time. Their performance can be improved in future versions through changes and optimizations to process multiple pixels at a time. As a further improvement the underlying algorithm for the Gaussian blur kernel could be changed to a version that is more efficient with pixel reads.

### Project Structure

The OpenCL* and Microsoft DirectX* Video Acceleration Surface Sharing sample project has the following structure:

- **DXVASurfaceSharing.h** – Includes and headers for DXVA* sharing sample. Also contains variable and function declarations for DXVA* sharing sample.
Additional Requirements

To build and run DXVA* Surface Sharing sample you need to install Microsoft Windows* SDK 7.0 or later on your system.

To run this sample, you must have the Intel® Processor Graphics enabled OpenCL* device available only on the 3rd Generation Intel® Core Processor Family.

Controlling the Sample

The sample can be controlled in the following ways

1. F1: enables/disables invert filter
2. F2: enables/disables Gaussian filter
3. F7: Enables/Disables simple frames per second calculation
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